


INTRODUCTION 

Many of us who saw Laurie Anderson's United States at the Brooklyn Academy of Music in New York 

in 1983 knew that we had witnessed an event of historical significance. Visually startling, featuring an 

ingenious combination of sound and text, and pieced together with equal amounts of political com

mentary and intellectual inquiry, United States made it dear that Anderson's use of media and her 

analysis of its role and meaning in American culture would become a yardstick for measuring this 

debate in the future. Not only did she use a broad range of tools-some classical, like a violin, others 

custom-built, like a vocoder or a hologram-but the ways in which she single-handedly meshed almost 

eight hours of material into a large-scale portrait of a country were breathtaking and unforgettable. 

Most remarkable was the fact that the production was accessible to audiences. It was this achievement, 

of crossing from avant-garde obscurity into the so-called mainstream without compromising her ideas 

or aesthetic integrity, that would indelibly establish United States in the annals of art history. 

Communicating with an audience was Anderson's goal from the start. "One of my jobs as an artist is to 

make contact with the audience, and it has to be immediate," she has said, an approach that, in the his

tory of "live art,• was a radical departure from past tactics. The Dadaists and Futurists in the 1920s and 

Fluxus artists in the 1960s intentionally provoked their audiences. Epater les bourgeois-to shock the 

middle classes-was an expression adopted to describe all sorts of actions intended to raise questions 

about the very meaning of art, and to force a reassessment of the practice of everyday life. In her work 

Anderson chose to affect viewers differently. Rather than shocking audiences to new levels of aware

ness, she took a far more subtle approach to change their minds. She floated pictures-thousands of 

them, in the form of film or slide projections-before their eyes and used streams of words, straight

forwardly delivered but cleverly arranged and full of surprising observations. "You're walking, and you 

don't always realize it, but you' re always falling," she sang in one song. She used music to stir her audi

ences viscerally; her melodies, which she found in the regular rhythms of ordinary conversations or in 

the to and fro of arguments, were matched with lyrics good enough to qualify as poetry. The result was 

a collection of songs that combined the complexity of abstract discourse-"History is an angel being 

blown backwards into the future•-with the 4/4 beat of rock 'n' roll. 

In IJnited States, Anderson transformed herself into a new kind of artist. She exploded the scale of her 

W~k by rising to the occasion presented by an opera house, adding technicians as needed to maintain 

tht flow of slides, film, and lights on the giant backdrops behind her. She constructed photomontages 

of film and slides, collages of pictures and texts, and paintings made of light, in front of which she 
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United Stites. 1983 

Thousands of ~were prOJected behand Anderson 

throughout the perfOfmance Many of them were blow'·ups 

of ord nary hou~hold objects Of body parts-a wall sodet, 
a pillow a pomtmg Ianger The1r large scale ambued them 

With haunting and somet1mes omanous meanang 

sometimes created shadow puppets with her hands and other parts of her body. She built platforms to 

layer the space of the stage and employed illusionistic projections that appeared to extend it into the 

auditorium. She designed original instruments that were marvelous objects in themselves. To top it all 

off, she played the violin, alternating virtuoso bowing with atonal swoops that wailed through the air 

like a siren. She coaxed lush orchestration from an electronic keyboard, dense with preprogrammed 

sounds, added live back-up musicians to further complicate the texture of her music, and littered the 

stage with additional sound-makers-an accordion, a pitch transposer, a digital echo. All of this while 

signaling, with the grace of a conductor, to technicians in the balconies and sound booth when to run 

the slides, projectors, prerecorded tape loops, and floodlights. 

By the end of eight hours it was evident that Anderson was indeed an artist of extraordinary talent. 

She had utilized a variety of media with ease and invented a repertory of her own. She had sashayed 

between disciplines, creating seamless borders by frequently crossing them, and she had provided an 

iconography of visual references that would keep art historians busy for years to come-houses, the 

sea, mountains, dogs, airplanes, telephones, televisions, metronomes, violins, the face of a wall plug, a 

light bulb, docks, maps, the American flag, the open road, douds, sky, the head of a president engraved 

on a coin. All were distinctly drawn or represented in signature Anderson style, and each held a clue to 

her storage bank of obsessions: "house" with its reference to home, family, architecture, and her per

sonal stage; "docks" to time, fast and slow; "presidents" charged with power, sexuality, and mythol

ogy; "television• with the politics of control. Each had appeared in her earliest material, whether in the 

handmade books of the early 1970s or in performances that she toured continuously on seve"'fal over

lapping circuits to American and European art schools, museums, and galleries throughout the decade. 

And each was a signpost for the future, since every one of them has continued to appear in Anderson's 

work to the present day. 

While United States was for Anderson the fruition of more than a decade's worth of work, it also rep

resented the culmination of a unique era in New York. During the 1970s artistic inquiry ran the gamut 

from conceptual art to body art, land art, performance art, video, sound art, artists' books, and other 

areas. This great variety provided fertile ground for Anderson's many interests. Downtown artists 

encouraged one another not to choose between disciplines. Composers, choreographers, architects, 

filmmakers, sculptors, and painters borrowed freely from various media. A work by Vito Acconci, who 

was originally a poet, might appear uncannily similar to one by a sculptor such as Scott Burton, both of 

whom made several street-works. A walk by choreographer Trisha Brown, in which she explored grav

ity by descending the face of a building supported by mountaineering equipment, might complement 

a huge cut-out in the wall of an abandoned building made by architect Gordon Matta-Clark to empha

size the structure's sculptural quality. This mood of adventurous creativity gave Anderson license to fol

low as many paths as she pleased, and she produced handmade books, sound installations, film 
performances, and more. 



This generation of artists rejected the aestheticized art object, critiqued the meaning of art, and 

attempted to find ways to take their polemic concerns far away from the confines of the art gallery and 

the elaborate system that supported it. All of them, particularly the ones working "live," such as 

Meredith Monk or Robert Ashley, Joan Jonas or Robert Wilson, set their own terms. They found alter

native venues for their work, recorded their own music, and made art especially designed as a vehicle 

for their varied talents. These artists simply could not think in terms of one discipline at a time. Rather, 

their creative impulses took visual, aural, and spatial form, and their multidimensional thinking 

resulted in remarkable works that appealed to all the senses. They had the discipline, control, and 

impetus to keep all mediums working simultaneously, like a row of plates spinning in the air. 

Not only was United States a summation of the sensibilities and value system of the 1970s, but it was 

also a gateway to the 1980s. Artists who were in their mid-twenties in the late '70s-Troy Brauntuch, 

Thomas Lawson, Sherrie Levine, Robert Longo, David Salle, Cindy Sherman, and Laurie Simmons, 

among others-had grown up on a steady diet of twenty-four-hour-a-day television, B-movies, fast 

food, and rock 'n' roll. Now they were pointedly examining the overwhelming effects of media on 

American cultural and political life as well as on their own day-to-day experiences. The format 

Anderson chose for United States, a large-scale opus, provided an extensive ground on which to lay 

these issues, and her system of riveting the audience's attention with a continuous flow of images par

alleled their method of culling pictures from movies, magazines, or the media and of framing, rear

ranging, and projecting them to create iconic pictures of the times. These artists were as conscious as 

Anderson was of current affairs-of the insidiousness of Reagan-era media politics and of the '80s con

sumer frenzy- and were as determined to include critical reference to it in their work. Like Anderson 

they juxtaposed references to television's past, such as episodes from "The Twilight Zone," and to its 

current crop of advertising logos, with fragments of narratives from daily newspapers, creating several 

layers of meaning in their work-from the literal to the metaphorical. Indeed, United States, with its 

sophisticated manipulation of many media, biblical references, and prescient overtones of a futuristic 

world commandeered by technology, was considered to be a deeply allegorical rendering of contem

porary America. In this context, it holds masterpiece status. 

It also holds mythical status, because just one year earlier Anderson had signed a contract with record

ing industry giant Warner Brothers committing her to produce six albums for the label, a move that 

would cause a flurry of excitement in the downtown art world. Such a leap into the mainstream was 

unimaginable before that time, and for an avant-garde artist it was considered something of a contra

diction. Many of Anderson's peers responded to her defection with some disdain, and she felt it. "It was 

considered 'selling out,'" she recalls. Yet hers was a complicated situation. "0 Superman," her eight

minute song that had reached the number two spot on the British pop charts in 1981. was compellingly 

beautiful. It was composed in the context of an art performance, and its popularity took Anderson by 

complete surprise. The suggestion that she had intentionally created a work for the world of mass 
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Anderson as 11 migrant worker in Kentucky, 1978 

Anderson frequently took off on unplanned tnps-"f1eld 

tnps; she called them- "to see what was happenmg out

Side New York, back out there 1n Amenca I had no money 

No tent No def1n1t1ve plans Just a sleep1ng bag, a lighter, 

some Burroughs books A few packs of Camels.· Once she 

h1tchh1ked through Kentucky. slept on a roadside. and even

tually went home w1th a local couple who fed her a d1nner 

of road kill She spent a few weeks wlth them, work1ng as a 

h.lnd on a tobacco farm She eventually used descnptiOns of 

Incidents and observatiOns from th1s tnp-m part1cular a 

rec1pe for cook1ng possum-~n her performances. 

entertainment was entirely inaccurate; rather, its success was an odd kind of proof that extraordinary 

artwork can transcend categories and reach wide audiences. The mystery of how "0 Superman" broke 

through the barricades separating so-called high and low art seemed unfathomable; it inevitably 

provoked sentiments of envy as well. Nevertheless, her move inspired many artists, especially those 

who toyed with mass media as content in their work, and provided a model for them to follow. Some, 

such as Longo, Salle, Julian Schnabel, and Sherman, would eventually translate their own ambitions 

to straddle high art and the mass media into Hollywood movies, while performers including Eric 

Bogosian, Spalding Gray, and Ann Magnuson achieved mainstream name recognition in the 1980s in 

the worlds of theater and television. "A couple of years later," Anderson notes, "crossing over was 

looked on more favorably .... But by the mid-1980s," she adds, referring to the overwhelmingly con

sumerist ethos that drove the art world of that decade, "there was no longer much of an avant-garde 

left to comment on it anyway." 

The immediate benefits of Anderson's contract with Warner Brothers were the facilities that financial 

backing afforded her. She built a fully equipped professional recording studio in her downtown loft, 

which gave her immediate access, around the clock, to equipment that could instantly translate her 

ideas into freshly made music. It also allowed her to invent ways of combining lush orchestration and 

spoken words to form a sound vocabulary all her own. Only her film Home of the Brave (1985), which 

she directed, produced, and starred in, suffered some of the negative effects of '80s excess, since it was 

far more polished than anything she had done before. Glamorously dressed back-up singers trans

formed Anderson's conceptual material into finger-snapping songs, musicians in masks and jaunty hats 

spoofed behind her, and music-hall lighting made the film far more picturesque than might have been 

anticipated from her earlier work. Home of the Brave was not highly regarded as a concert movie, nor 

was it a commercial success. But it was a training ground for Anderson in digital recording and film. and 

for several devices that would reappear in future productions, such as electronically controlled stage 

sets with cables and equipment hidden under custom-built flooring, or her Drum Suit, a percussive 

outfit with electronic drum sensors sewn into its seams, which produced a big "boom" whenever she 

tapped her knee or chest or made particularly expansive movements. 

Always fearless in the face of technology, Anderson incorporated it into her work from the start. 

whether film projections, fake holograms, wired mouthpieces, or electrified door jambs. Self-taught, 

she would invent new uses for old equipment by taking apart cheap electronic objects found in second

hand shops on Canal Street near her loft, and putting the pieces back together again for her own 

unusual ends. "A lot of my work comes from playing around with equipment, seeing what it will do," 

she has said. As it was for other artists of the 1970s-Acconci, Jonas, Bruce Nauman-the point for 

Anderson was to undermine the push toward perfection that high technology proffered, and to treat 

it as just another tool. "I use technology as a way of amplifying or changing things," she explains. She 

has also employed it to doctor the most ordinary objects: a pillow has a tape recorder embedded in it 



so that one can hear a story when one's head is laid on the pillow; a table is wired so that a poem can 

be heard when one places one's head in one's hands and then one's elbows on particular points on the 

tabletop (sound is transmitted through the lower-arm bones); a book's pages are turned by an electric 

fan. On stage, custom-built microphones change her voice from female to male, human to comput

erese. Light projections throw her shadow onto building-high backdrops. Neon bows and violins glow 

in the dark. Stick figures of animals and people run back and forth across the screen, and ideograms of 

houses. televisions, and airplanes drop in vertically. like rain. But no matter how many electronic filters 

and computerized devices go into creating this material, the overall sensibility is fragile and frag

mented. "Technology," Anderson insists, is "the least important thing about what I do." 

The personal, hand-drawn quality of Anderson's work has kept it relevant in the high-tech art world of 

the late '90s. Artists such as Douglas Gordon, Mariko Mori, Pipilotti Rist. or Sam Taylor-Wood, who use 

sophisticated mixes of film projection, video, and computer-enhanced photography to create eclectic 

narrative landscapes, have recognized Anderson's work not only for its pioneering status but also for 

the fact that she has responded to technological shifts as they occurred over a period of more than two 

decades, as is evident in her use of equipment, from telephones and answering machines early on, to 

laser beams, CO-ROM's, and the Internet more recently. For them, her art has held its own because it 

contains prescient criticism of the media they all use and of the politics that continuously shape and are 

shaped by it. Anderson understands how media works, both technically and perceptually, on the 

senses. and she questions the artist's role in colluding with the aesthetics of a "cold, speedy, techno 

world." "We tell ourselves how to get more and more perfect, more and more in control," Anderson has 

said. Even "time out" is disallowed in the technological world, she notes. "There's no such thing as dig

ital silence," because "silence triggers the 'disconnect' button." Anderson counters this orderliness with 

subject matter that underlines human frailty: melancholic and frequently surreal tales of animals. 

dreams, families, and angels fill her somewhat chaotic and even anarchic universe. 

Accelerated media-use in the 1990s attracted a new generation of artists to video and f ilm in numbers 

not seen since the 1970s. Museums and galleries, responding to the trend. included Anderson in group 

exhibitions for the first time in almost a decade, signaling a return of sorts for her to the art-fold. 

Anderson approached the situation with some caution, not least because she found the relatively 

inconsequential scale of art exhibitions, compared to that of performance, uninspiring. " In a gallery, 

I need one idea to fill a room," Anderson has said . "On stage, I need five hundred." Her audiences, 

though, built through years on the music circuit, were thrilled by the opportunity to v iew the Anderson 

legend close up, and to spend time with her art objects and instruments, some of which they recog

nized from stage concerts. Violins displayed on a wall-Tape Bow Violin. Viophonograph-or installa

tions- Whirlwind (1996), Dal Vivo (Life) (1998)-introduced them to her simultaneously bold and 

whimsical aesthetic and to her elliptical way of thinking. When the works were displayed in a so-called 

alternative space. such as Artists Space in New York, her enduring attachment to a 1970s belief 

Anderson performing at Salvatore Ala Gallery, 

Milan, 1977 
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system-one that proposed concept over product and a less-formal environment than museums in 

which to engage viewers-was obvious. Dal Vivo was held in an elegant Milan gallery space, and here 

her desire to function beyond the walls of a gallery was made literal: the piece consisted of a live pro

jection inside the gallery, transmitted via cable from a nearby prison, of a man incarcerated for life. 

Anderson's achievement in straddling the art and music worlds is remarkable, especially since, in the 

end. she belongs to neither camp entirely. Her music fans are often puzzled by her art connection, but 

they would be no less mystified by her music's complete genesis if they knew it, since it is based in the 

work of some of the most radically inventive and paradoxical composers of the late twentieth century. 

from John Cage to Philip Glass and Robert Ashley, with their investigations of everyday sounds and 

silence, serialization, and language. respectively. The way she makes music from a variety of sound 

sources also exhibits an obvious empathy for Fluxus artists Charlotte Moorman and Nam June Paik and 

members of the Italian Arte Povera group, all of whom adventurously collaged instruments from found 

objects and irreverently "performed" on them as well. Anderson's installations, such as Chord for a 

Room (1973). are also part of a history of art objects made of sound; this lineage includes Marcel 

Duchamp's With Hidden Noise (1916) and Robert Morris' Box with the Sound of Its Own Making (1961). 

The rhythmic undertow of her music shows how much she absorbed the moody intonation of the '70s 

downtown music scene, which was made up of composer-musicians such as Peter Gordon. Blue Gene 

Tyranny, and David Van Tieghem, among others. and the smoothly asymmetrical melodies of English 

musician Brian Eno. While audiences may be unaware of Anderson's distinctive musical family-tree, 

they nevertheless perceive at once that her concerts- which comprise a diminutive. solitary figure at 

the center of a large stage flipping knobs on a console with one hand and playing chords on a synthe

sizer with the other. operating pedals with her feet while turning her head from side to side, speaking 

into voice-altering microphones-are quite different from the multimedia extravaganzas of rock 'n' 

roll. Incorporating subject matter such as politics, censorship, and war, as well as references to the 

eccentric scientist Nikola Tesla or underground filmmaker Rainer Werner Fassbinder, for example. her 

shows are uniquely d isarming as well as intellectually stimulating. 

Anderson has an uncanny capacity to make philosophical reflection palatable to a broad public. 

Without being the least bit patronizing. she merges an intense cultural and political critique with music 

and visual art in performances that can be read by a wide gamut of viewers-from language theorists 

and cultural critics to general theater and rock-music audiences. The real vehicle for her thoughts is, of 

course, language, which she manipulates in hundreds of ways. Words and sentences are cut, spliced. 

routed electronically through vocoders, pulled backward on a Tape Bow, projected on screens, spoken. 

and sung; they are filled with meaning and emptied of it with the regularity of waves crashing on a 

beach. Everyday language-"Hello, this is your mother, are you home?"-is juxtaposed in performance 

with a large projected shadow of a clenched fist, transforming an ordinary message on a telephone 

answering machine into an authoritarian threat. More obscure prose-" language is a virus from outer 



space," a quotation from William Burroughs-accompanied by a "picture puzzle" used in an essay by 

philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein is a parody of theorists sung to a seductive rock beat. Even foreign 

languages are part of her analysis of communication as an elaborate but universal system of codes. 

When on tour in non-English speaking countries she separates phrases or words into visual or aural 

modular units to simplify articulation, as in the Japanese alphabet or in the German "sh" sound. 

Extensively analyzed by scholars, Anderson's songs such as " language of the Future" or "Language 

Is a Virus" have been connected to the writings of several philosophers and linguists, including Walter 

Benjamin, Julia Kristeva, and Marshall Mcluhan. The songs have been interpreted as spoofs on 

language theories, they have been deconstructed to show the signs and signifiers of postmodern 

thought, and they have been critiqued as aural samplings of power relationships between the genders. 

But no one is more aware of the multiple references in her work than Anderson herself. She intends 

that the viewer pay attention to the way "things pull at each other," to what she describes as the audio 

and visual layering of each piece, and she makes no effort to disguise her many sources of inspiration. 

"If You Can't Talk About It, Point To It" (1980) is dedicated to Wittgenstein, while "The Dream Before" 

(1989) is "for Walter Benjamin." Even though many in her audience might not recognize the names of 

these heroes of the twentieth-century intelligentsia, they may nevertheless leave a concert humming 

melodies of songs that have been dedicated to them. 

Anderson performing at ROSC '80, an international 

exhibition and poetry festival, Dublin, Ireland. 1980 

In the performance shown here, 10 Regents House at Tnn1ty 

College, Dubhn, Anderson focused on her custom-built 

Tape Bow-a bow strung w1th record1ng tape mstead of 

horsehair-whiCh she man1pulated 10 such a way that the 

mean1ng of sentences could be altered as she played . Len1n·s 

aphonsm "EthiCs 1s the esthetics of the future" became, 

1ron1cally, • Eth1cs 1s the esthetiCS of the few· when she 

stopped the bow 1ust short of the last syllable • Smce only 

a smgle phrase or sound was recorded on each bow, a 

long song often required many bows,· Anderson notes, 

explammg the many vtohn bows scattered at her feet 
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The Fast Food Band performing at the Fine Arts 

Building, New York, 1975. Anderson with Jack 

Majewski at left (bass), Scott Johnson, center (gui· 

tar), Arthur Russell (drums), and Peter Gordon (sax) 

Many art1sts formed bands 1n the m1d·'?Os m response to 

thl' seductiOn of punk mus1c and 1ts assumpt1on that anyone 

Wl:h energy and an InStrument could play 1n a band The 

fact that punk bordered on "no1se musiC" and that1t was 

often atonal connected 11 stylrsucalty to downtown new 

mUSIC art-composers such as Glenn Branca, Rhys Chatham, 

and Blut- Gene Tyranny Anderson. an accomplished VlOhmst, 

played 1n several art ·bands and performed at the Fme Arts 

Build1ng, The K1tchen. and the Mudd Club 1n New York. 

Anderson e•pla1ns. "'fast Food Blues' was an 1nterm1nably 

long songtcompla1nt about photo documentation"· 

Just wrap 11 all up 

And blow 11 up to wall Size 

T.a e 11 to a ga"ery 

And giVe 1tto thost- guys 

You II never see II agc!IO 

Good ndd,mce! 

Good bye 

They might also hear the sound of Anderson's voice ringing in their ears for some time afterward. Her 

cadence and the range of voices she uses~veryone has about twenty, she suggests, the hail-a-cab 

voice, the telephone voice, the voice of authority (usually male)-are so particular as to be unforget· 

table. "I think of myself as a speaker," Anderson has said, and indeed her speaking includes the stud

ied pauses and rhetorical punctuation of a riveting orator. "I have never thought of myself as a writer." 

Rather, she identifies with "a school of writers who work verbally," from the Greek epic poet Homer to 

the writer-speaker she considers the ultimate modern-day master, William Burroughs, whose voice she 

heard for the first time at the Nova Convention in 1978 and described as "gravel crunching under a ten· 

ton truck, plastic ripping in slow motion." Acconci's voice and "the way he repeats himself-he's a kind 

of one-man loop" inspired her to focus on the sound of her own voice; Acconci had "in turn, of course, 

read Burroughs." Later, in 1981, Anderson played several club circuits with Burroughs and John Giorno, 

two originators of American Beat Poetry and its preferred style of live readings. Being sandwiched 

between such decidedly male sound-makers, whose powerful intonation (even when raised to a high 

pitch, as was Giorno's on occasion) had a visceral reach, impelled Anderson to invent entirely new 

voices of her own. "The machismo surrounding Burroughs was thick, and this filter [which dropped the 

pitch of her voice to sound like a man's) was my weapon, my defense," she has said of the first of many 

"audio masks" she developed. She mixed these with electronic music, with the human-sounding strains 

of her violin, and with her own natural voice; she sang, whispered, stammered, yodeled, and cooed. 

The result was an entirely original approach in which words were performed; it was triggered as much 

by the work of her "spoken-word" friends as by her deep roots in the highly cerebral art of the 1970s 

and its elaborate investigations of words as an essential material of art. 

Like Anderson, conceptual artists of this period such as Hanne Darboven, Joseph Kosuth, or Lawrence 

Weiner, and "narrative artists" Bill Beckley and Peter Hutchinson placed words, handwritten or printed, 

on a page or directly on a wall, at the very center of their work. The more conceptually oriented artists 

isolated, enlarged, and framed words or sentences, allowing each one to resonate as a simple graphic 

image and as a series of ideas related to perception and experience; the narrative artists used language 

to infuse pictures w ith as much meaning as possible, and vice versa. Both styles connected to an exten

sive history of artists using language, from Duchamp to Rene Magritte to Marcel Broodthaers, and of 

artists who employed words as isolated sounds in performances, such as Kurt Schwitters and Joseph 

Beuys. Anderson's earliest public actions were documented and made into wall pieces in the narrative· 

art style; for example, Institutional Dream Series (1972- 73) and Object/Objeetion/Objeetivity (1973) 

comprised large black-and-white photographs mounted on white card-stock accompanied by hand· 

written texts. She came to her first " spoken performances" by way of such text-based art. "Why flat· 

ten the words out [as text]?" she asked. "Just say them. You get so much more information from the 

voice." That voice would sometimes sound like a disembodied instrument, one more unusual sound· 

maker among the many custom-built objects she used on stage, and it would become a melodious 

singing voice when, in the late '80s, she eventually took lessons with a coach. But it was her creativity 



in using words in such a variety of ways to construct compelling narratives that held audiences' 

attention and kept them eager for more. "Basically my work is storytelling, the world's most ancient 

art form," Anderson has said, explaining, in part, her fans' attentiveness. 

Like the Bible, a book of stories she knew well from Sunday school, with its short stanzas and cata

clysmic events described with the sparest of language, Anderson's texts are interpretations of the 

world. She takes up the great moral themes-love, family, community-and expresses her own utopian 

dreams. "If I were queen for a day," she sings in "Kerjillions of Stars" (1989), "I'd give the ugly people 

all the money/ I'd rewrite the book of love/ I'd make it funny." She calls on the powerful to attend to 

the weak-"l've written a lot of stories for nobodies," she says-and for everyone else to pay attention 

to others, too. "So when you see a man who's broken, pick him up and carry him/ And when you see a 

woman who's broken, put her all into your arms/ 'Cause we don't know where we come from. We 

don't know what we are" ("Ramon," 1989). She tends toward "huge ideas, transcendent and transcen

dental, dreamlike," and it is history, philosophy, science, religion, and the natural sciences that preoc

cupy her. That she is able to translate Herman Melville's apocalyptic sentiments into a modern idiom, 

to match his language in Moby Dick with passages from the Bible, and so metamorphose a nineteenth

century novel into an awe-inspiring parable for the future is further indication of the complexity of 

her intellect and of her unrelenting search for meaning. "It's in Isaiah, my favorite chapter," she said 

of locating Melville's inspiration for the whale, "the dragon that is in the sea." "The whale is the 

snake and the ocean is his garden," Anderson explains, pointing out also that Melville's line, "Consider 

the sharks of the sea," echoes one of the most famous passages in the Bible, "Consider the lilies of 

the field." 

Songs and Stories from Moby Dick (1999), her most recent large-scale production, is in i ts own manner 

a portrait of America. "I like trying to look at this country in different ways, • Anderson observes, " so I 

thought, maybe I'll find out something about it from this book." For her, it is an American tragedy that 

explores themes of authority, loss, and madness; it is also about a search for the meaning of life. Told 

with the epic gravity of the author's own voice-"one tenth of the text is pure Melville"-and the 

adventurousness of a modern media-artist-one character wears shoes that pitch him at a forty-f ive

degree angle, so he is always falling-it is a mix of vivid images extracted from the original novel, such 

as sharks that turn themselves into circular shapes and start pulling out their own entrails, and 

Anderson's signature iconography of oceans, clouds, numbers, grids, maps, and turning worlds, all of 

which appear via front and rear projections of still photos and video onto screens, objects, and actors 

on stage. 

Moby Dick is quite different from Anderson's previous productions, based as it is on an existing book 

with complex characters propelling the narrative, and since she has actors performing alongside her. 

Visually it is a transparent, ever-shifting sea of images; technically it is a model of electronic engineer-

Anderson and the other members of the Blue 

Horn File, David Van Tieghem and Peter Gordon, 

New York. 1979 

Anderson JOined With art-rock drummer Van T1eghem and 

saxophone and clannet player Gordon to form the Blue 

Horn F1le. a band ·at the Intersection of pop and clasSical 

avant-garde" that was a blend of rhythmiC sound gesture, 

1mage, and electroniCs. They often played at the Mudd Club, 

a favonte late-n1ght venue for art1sts Anderson recalls, 

" I played v1ohn and sang, Dav1d played toys and percuss1on, 

and Peter played sax and keyboards." 
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Anderson with William Burroughs and John Giorno 

a1 Glorno's loft, New York, 1981 

Ande~ met W1lham Burroughs m 1978 at the Nova 

Com~ent1011, a tW<Kiay fest1val held 1n celebration of 

Burroughs at the Entermed1a Theater 1n downtown New 

York The festiVal Included several generations of avant

garde compo5('rs. poets, and performers, 1nclud1ng 

Anderson. Merce Cunn1ngham, G1orno. Allen G1nsberg, 

Patlt Sm1th, Susan Sontag, and Frank Zappa. 

Two yt-ars later, Anderson, Burroughs. and G1orno 

performed together 1n several Cities Each used hve 

performance and the d1st1nd1Ve sound of h1s or her own 

VOICe to draw a p1cture of the Amencan landscape. 

"Beat Generation Meets New Wave,· the press headlined 

the sold-out event You're the Guy I Want to Share My 

Money With, a two-record set of th1s performance. was 

released in 1982 

ing. "Absolutely everything is run though a computer," Anderson notes. Yet it is a work in which she 

continues to develop some of her earliest ideas, particularly in devices such as the Talking Stick, a micro

phone filled with digital processing equipment capable of producing a full orchestra of sounds, which 

displays the ingenuity of her Tape Bows and Viophonographs from the 1970s. Other recent objects and 

installations, such as an electronic book and a live video project titled Dal Vivo (Life), show a deliberate 

reconsideration of past inventions. The former is based on her Windbook (1974), a handmade book 

housed in a simple wood-and-glass vitrine; its pages are blown in either direction by hidden fans. The 

current version is a digital projection of a book (its pages also blowing in the wind), rather than an 

actual object, that serves as an emblem for the centrality of the storied text in her work. Similarly. Dal 

Vivo is a large-scale development of a very small earlier piece, At the Shrink's (1975). Both comprise film 

projections of seated people onto cast-plaster figures in the same seated position-identities that are 

mere cyphers, whose existence is dependent on the act of turning on a projector. In the first version the 

subject is Anderson herself, projected eight inches tall. In Dal Vivo a prisoner in his cell is videotaped 

and the image is transmitted live (and life size) via cable into a gallery. He is extinguished the moment 

the current is switched off. 

Arriving In Milan with Jacqueline Burckhardt, Martin Diesler, 

Jean-Christophe Ammann, and Judith Ammann, 1980 



These imaginative reinventions of earlier material show the control and flexibility of an artist in her 

prime. While she uses her own work as a point of departure, these recent objects are not repetitions 

of ideas but instead show the consistency and discipline of her thinking. They are thoroughly contem

porary electronic art works made by an artist who holds her own in the fast-moving stream of new 

technologies. 

** 

Anderson has by now entered the pantheon of late-twentieth-century American artists, joining such 

figures as Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and Andy Warhol. Her work captures an essential 

"Americanness" of American art; it is large-scale, like the place itself, resplendent with images of the 

flag, the dollar sign, presidents, and maps depicting a vast country with its many familiarly shaped ter

ritories. It displays an ironic and carefully articulated nationalism that includes references to the best

known rights of this country's citizens-free speech, liberty and justice for all, the pursuit of happiness. 

The America she describes is viewed from "off-shore," as she once put it, from above (airplanes and 

satellites), and with both feet on the ground. She spends as much time on the road as she does at home 

in New York, and keeps a close watch on the idiosyncracies of a population whose millions are con

nected, home by home, television by television, as well as severely disconnected by the distancing 

effects of the same rectangular box. She both revels in and critiques the simplicity of "an entire culture 

that can be summed up in eight giveaway characteristics,'' and in Voices from the Beyond (1991) she 

read from a list of "don'ts" that appeared in a government warning distributed to American travelers 

in foreign ports: "Don't wear a baseball cap, don't wear a sweatshirt with the name of an American 

university on it. don't wear Timberlands with no socks, don't chew gum, don't yell." 

"The willingness to be a fool, that's what 1 love most about this country, " Anderson says. "We don't 

have the same rules as Europeans." Despite the barbs, there is a kindness in her that emerges as a deep

seated humanism, especially when expressed as ongoing social and political commentary. And, indeed, 

it is in the context of this country and its history that her work is most powerful. At the same t ime, 

though, she distrusts the notion of history as an established narrative of significant moments. She is 

more interested in the ways in which it can be made to shift, so that our reading of it can be completely 

altered. "What is history?" she asks in "The Dream Before" (1989). "It is an angel, being blown back

wards into the future," she offers, referring to Benjamin. "It is a pile of debris." Time for her is long; it 

reaches way back beyond the biblical age and far into the future. It is also measured in space, which 

she relies on the sky to express; she metaphorically stretches it across the stage as a kind of permanent 

canvas on which to project her views of the country. Like Fred Astaire, Busby Berkeley, or Buster Keaton 

she creates cinematic spectacles; figures made of light, dancing in patterns across a vast plain of a 

screen, to music that seems to lift performers suddenly into the air as though on a fast-moving current. 

As do these artists, she draws a visionary, romantic, and pageant-rich America; her performances reg

ister the temperature of the time and offer indelible combinations for the eye. ear, and m ind. 

Setting up tech equipment in London, 1981 
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Bob Bielecki 

ProdiJ(er Roma Baran, musiCian/comp~r Bnan Eno, 

and eng neer Bob B~eleclo are among Anderson's many 

collaborators who have made key contributl()f)s to her work 

Others ifl{lude Robert Coe, Peter Gdbnel, Bob George, and 

Perry Hoberman Anderson has also collaborated in produc

tiOnS by othef artiSts, mUSloans, and choreographers such as 

Trisha Brown, Mohssa Fenley, Bill T Jones, Lou Reed, Ryu1eh1 

ScY:amoto, Wm Wenders, and Robert Wilson 

Despite Anderson's visibility and her reputation as an important American artist, her body of work is 

still relatively unknown. Because she cannot be singly classified as a musician, performer, sculptor, or 

multimedia artist but rather as a combination of all of these, discussion of her material usually appears, 

in newspaper reviews, for example, under one heading or another, most frequently that of music, the 

form that she admits moves her the most emotionally. "You rarely see people crying in front of a paint

ing," she says. Yet, to be fully grasped, her work is best discussed in the context of the art world, which 

tends to expect the unexpected from artists-"! still think like an artist," she has noted- and of art his· 

tory, which provides the background for understanding the many disciplinary threads that comprise 

the fine tapestry of her work. The term "performance artist" describes her appropriately, not least 

because it is her unique contribution to the field that has made it so easy to use the phrase in main· 

stream journalism. Since it remains hard to define, though, the argument about what to call Anderson 

comes full circle; the reply to the question, "So what is performance art, really?" is frequently that it is 

live art by a single artist-an amalgam of many disciplines, including music, text, video, film, dance, 

sculpture, painting-as in the work of laurie Anderson . 

•• 

The goal of this book is to present the full range of Anderson's creativity, to fill in the connections 

between disciplines, and to show her evolution as an artist-as an innovator in the '70s, a leader in the 

'80s, and a beacon in the '90s. The book's aim is to reveal that it is in the spaces between media, and 

her sophisticated comprehension of those connections, where the richness of her art lies. Stopping the 

action, extracting pictures from the many that play at her back, separating words from images, violins 

from performances, or body mics from her body-things she would absolutely never do, but which are 

the prerogative of the historian-serves not only to expose the special eloquence of her writing and 

the ingenuity of her inventions, but also to make evident the scope of an already vast oeuvre. Two hun· 

dred photographs selected from an archive of thousands; thousands of words culled from reams of 

texts and interviews; and explanations of the genesis of individual works have been shaped into a 

decade-by-decade overview. Not because decades are fixed markers, but because, in fact, these 

decades feel very real as distinct periods. Especially for those of us who have lived through the 

changes, it is clear that the '70s were characterized by an emphasis on the cerebral, the '80s exhibited 

a fascination with mass-media, and the ' 90s have had something of a global-village atmosphere. The 

structure of the book also allows the reader to refer to particular aspects of Anderson's art. For exam· 

pie, a section on inventions shows one aspect of her mind at work, and is a mini-manual for anyone 

wishing to try out some of her inventions on their own. Another on violins highlights the centrality of 

this instrument and its role as an alter ego and partner in her performances; it also shows Anderson's 

violins as the beautiful objects that they are, and their metamorphosis over the years into tape 
recorder, phonograph, or neon sign. 



The energy of her newest projects seems sparked by a realization that she has been thinking about and 

working with new technologies for close to three decades, and that she has a particular understanding 

of their role in our current fin-de-siecle obsession with the future. Dal Vivo and Moby Dick read like 

manifestoes for keeping humanistic values visible in art, even as technology regulates and regiments 

our consciousness. Her material on CO-ROM's and the Internet focuses on personal predicaments such 

as writer's block as a means to keep viewers thinking about feelings even as their fingers race invol

untarily across keyboards. "Artists have always enjoyed being ahead of their times," Anderson com

ments, but the speed of developments in new technology and the corporations that spur it on make 

the race far too fast. "There's a hysteria not to get left behind." Despite the dozen computers and digital 

equipment of all sorts that fill Anderson's studio, she also insists that she can do without. "I think amaz

ingly beautiful and dangerous art can be made with a pencil. And it's the dangerous part that matters. 

Avant-garde art questions the mainstream. It's about originality, controversy, taboos.· For her part, she 

half jokes, she is ready to join what she calls "The Lead Pencil Club," which abolishes computers, hard

ware, software, and fax machines and advocates going back to lead pencils and magic markers. 

Dancers in Ponape, 1980 

As part of a proJect called ·word of Mouth,· organ1zed by 

Crown Pomt Press, Anderson and eleven other art1sts, Includ

Ing Manna Abramov1c and John Cage, were 1nv1ted to partoo

pate 1n a colloqUium about art and language on the 1sland 

of Ponape, 1n the Paofoc. They were welcomed by one of the 

ISland's tnbal ch1efs and attended a memonal ceremony for 

members of the tnbe, whiCh mcluded the roasting of dogs, 

a local delicacy Anderson was allowed to f1lm the event. 

Anecdotes from the tnp and f1lm would appear 1n her perfor

mances-for example, footage of the dancers prov1ded a col

orful and languod backdrop to several songs 1n Stones from 

the Nerve Btble (1992). 

Anderson with Putra Sukavati, the crown prince of 

Ubud, in Bali, 1984 

Several years after her tnp to Ponape, Anderson VISited Bah 

and met w1th the pnnce of Ubud A roundtable d1scuss1on 

w1th several Japanese art cntiCs was held and touched on 

top1cs such as the role of trad1t1onal art 1n contemporary 

culture. 
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Women's Action Coalition (WAC) protest. Town Hall, 

New York, 1992 

U e many WQffien 1n the art world, Anderson was st1rred to 

acton by the SWirl of pohtiCcll events of the late 1980s and 

early '90s Censorshop, the power of the rehgoous nght, a 

h1ghly public1zed rape tnal by a member of a celebrated 

Amencan polotKal fam•ly. and the humdoatlng congressional 

heanngs of AMa Hm and Clarence Thomas on the subJect 

of sexual harassment galvamzed women to form several 

commrttees and groups, recalling the energy of '70s femon1st 

act on Anderson part1copated m a protest evenmg w1th 

WAC at Town Hall1n Ntw York She des1gned the blue dots 

that the WQffien held rn front of theor faces, a reference to 

the device used on television to h•de the 1dent1ty of rape 
VICt ms Y<hen testofymg 



Of Anderson's many talents, her ability to seize the ordinary and make it extraordinary is the one that 

makes her such a compelling storyteller. It is a form that has preoccupied her since the beginning of her 

career. In DEAR READER, a film-performance of 1974, she referred to not one but three of her favorite 

storytellers~ighteenth-century author Laurence Sterne (to whom the film is dedicated), Melville 

(a scene is described as taking place in "the kind of low-ceilinged room that Melville must have lived in 

when he was a customs inspector"), and Mark Twain (who, like Melville, directly addresses his readers 

in his stories) . 

•• 

Anderson points to the family dining table as the first place where she learned the art of storytelling. 

All eight children were expected to recount the events of their day to the seated Anderson clan-her 

father, Arthur; her mother, Mary Louise Rowland; older brother, Christopher; Laurie; twin brothers, 

Craig and Phillip; brother Thor; and sisters Lisa, Lynn, and India. "All my family are great storytellers, .. 

Anderson says. "My childhood was spent listening to other members of the family telling stories about 

what happened to them. We even have family songs, composed by my twin brothers. Everyone liked 

playing with words." In their large, modern redwood house designed by their mother, set behind leafy 

hedges and at the end of a winding driveway-"it was like a country club"-in the wealthy Chicago 

suburb of Glen Ellyn, most of the Anderson children played musical instruments and were expected to 

perform for the family audience. "The family was her biggest project," Anderson remarks of her 

mother, whom she describes as a "wunderkind- a very bright woman who attended the University of 

Chicago at sixteen," and eloped with Anderson's father, who was her riding instructor, at about the 

same time. She organized family pageants and sewed elaborate costumes for each of them, as she did 

on one occasion, when the entire gang appeared at the local Fourth of July parade as members of a 

circus, some wearing papier-mache horses' heads around their waists. "We were always a crowd, .. 

Anderson recalls. "Ten people. It was quite something to go into a restaurant and just kind of take over 

the place." While she says that "everything I've ever done seems to be tied to my father," it was her 

flamboyant maternal grandmother, Louise Edith Orban Phillips Rowland, a Southern Baptist missionary 

who "practically had the Bible memorized," sewed quaint dresses for the little g irls, and led the 

children to church every Sunday morning, who instilled in the young Laurie a fascination with the the

atricality of organized religion. Together they attended Billy Graham meetings in Chicago; of them she 

remarks, "going forward in groups, getting saved-that was real theater." 

Anderson sought escape routes from a house always overflowing with siblings and friends in the form 

of long bicycle rides alone to a nearby lake and, on Saturdays, taking the train to Chicago. She attended 

classes at the Art Institute in the morning and, a talented violinist, would take her place at rehearsals 

with the Chicago Youth Symphony in the afternoon. High school provided her with her first taste for 

public speaking; she ran a campaign for student council, and in 196S, as a member of Talented Teens 

Absent in the Present (Looking into a Mirror 

Sideways). 1975. Photograph. 8 x 10 in . 

From her earliest student work to her most recent perfor

mances, Anderson has been •ntngued by the not•on of 

an alter-ego-a secondary vers1on of, or replacement for, 

herself. In th1s portrait she photographed her face spht m 

two by a mtrror. 
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USA, traveled to Europe with a group of fifty American teenagers, wearing matching red blazers, to 

give talks at schools, town halls, and fairs about life in the United States. " My act was a 'chalk talk,"' 

Anderson says. She would describe "what Americans like to eat, wear, and drive; cowboys and Indians; 

high school, etc., while [drawing] cartoons on a huge pad of newsprint. Sometimes, what I was saying 

and what I was drawing weren't always the same." 

Anderson left Chicago, her large family, and her violin classes for Mills College in 1965 to study biology 

toward obtaining a pre-med degree, but a year later she moved to New York City. "It was the exciting 

place to be," she explains. She was twenty years old and living on 110th street, not far from Barnard 

College. There she would sit in the darkened lecture halls of the art department, mesmerized by the 

hum of the speaker's voice and by the bright lights projected onto a ceiling-high screen, which some

times caught the speaker in its beam. It was a structure that would later become her ideal form for 

communicating ideas. 

.... 

While writing this book, 1 would often ask friends, as a way of making sure it would provide a service 

for readers, what questions they would ideally like to have answered in a volume on Laurie Anderson. 

In 1993 Anderson went on a three-week trek tn the T1betan 

H1malayas with twenty-seven yaks, e1ght sherpas, and ten 

other h1kers. Toward the end of a grueling walk, she con

tracted a deathly case of altitude s•ckness and was earned 

down a mountam wrapped 1n a stretcher She made a 

remarkable recovery and descnbed the harrowmg •nodent 

1n Stones from the Nerve Btble 

OPPOS•TE 

Anderson performing with her violin-playing 

ventriloquist dummy at WAC protest. Town Hall, 

Ne w York, 1992 

The many v1ohns that Anderson had custom built for her 

performances were stand-1ns for herself, as was the ventnlo

QUISt dummy Oes1gned by Fred Buchholz, the dummy looked 

uncann1ly He her and earned 1ts own mm•ature VIOl n It f1rst 

appeared tn Stones from the Nervf Bble n 1992 On tour 1n 

Germany and Israel, the dummy performed m German and 

Hebrew 
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Tom Nelis and Anthony Turner In • Trio, • In Songs 

•nd Storle.s from Moby Dick. 1999. Prince Music 

Thu1er, Ph•l•delphla 

her most recen work Anderson returns to some of her 

arli themes nd heroes language, t me, memory, art, 
and USIOtl and the author Herman Melville 

Anderson perfomung v1ohn solo In Song.s •nd 
sr-.s from Molly Dick 

More than once they responded, "What is she really like?" and I frequently checked my information 

against this question. As 1 wrote, I realized that the privilege of friendship has revealed many personal 

details, but what it confirmed for me above all is that Anderson is very much the sum of the many parts 

she presents to audiences on stage. What you see is who she is. Privately, she maintains a Buddhistic 

calm. She tends to glide slowly across a room, usually in stockinged feet. She is gracious and focused. 

She is tense and intense. She seems to notice everything but is disciplined about what she voices out 

loud. She is also completely in control. "Losing control is the worst thing that can happen," she says 

about the captain of the ship in Moby Dick. It is a danger that she well understands, and one with 

which she plays, like a stunt pilot, whose increasing recklessness must of necessity be matched by 

more and more control, and courage, in order to soar into the beyond and return safely to the ground 

once more. 

There is very little separation between her life and her art. Once, 1 walked into her loft and she handed 

me two violin bows. "Spin," she said, and as I did so, a humming sound filled the room. Not surpris· 

ingly, a version of this appeared months later, in performance. Years afterward, we spent a weekend in 

a very old country-house w ith low ceilings, lopsided floors, and plaid quilt comforters. Over breakfast 

one morning she recalled a dream that sounded just like the beginning of one of her songs. "Last night 

I had this dream," she said. "I dreamed I was a troll doll in a farmer's shirt pocket." It was then that she 

told me about a special potion for good dreaming-salt and milk before bedtime. Of course this only 

confirmed what I already assumed, that is, the importance of dreams in her work. What I did not know 

was that she had devised a way to intensify them so that they would always be a vivid resource for 
her art. 

On another occasion I learned something very personal, and shocking, at one of her concerts. "When 

my father died," she began. I went cold. I knew Laurie's father, and knew she was very close to him. 

She'd been on the road; we hadn't spoken in a while. But why had she not told me that her father had 

died? After the show I said, "I had no idea ... I'm so sorry." " No," she said with a smile, "he's f ine. 

He's really ok." Perhaps she wanted to prepare herself for the inevitability of his death. She wanted to 

feel the grief of losing him while he was still alive to comfort her. " I discussed it with him," she told 

me, "and he didn't mind at all." I never quite understood. Laurie called on January 8, 1999, to tell me 

that her father had died that morning. He was eighty-eight years old. 

See-saw between life and art, art and life; back and forth between the two. Was Anderson really in a 

plane crash, the one she describes in "The Language of the Future"? Yes, she was, and she actuallY 
walked away from it to cat h · f . f tastic • c a connectmg hght. So most things are true, and they are more an 
for being so "0 · IIY 

· ne question that people often ask me," Anderson has said, "is 'Is this stuff actua 
true?' The answer is yes E c t f h h st of 

· x ep or t e songs, of course. For example, 1 never really saw a 0 

angels mowing down my 1 1 d • 
awn. on t even have a lawn. It just seems like 1 do sometimes." 




